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Abstract—Robotic vision system has taken a great leap in the field of robotics. Vision system is an essential tool to be implemented in a robot for visual communication between robot and human especially in the application of Tele-Diagnostic Robot. The robot vision system must always be in the field of view. The ability for the vision system to automatically track the person in communication is crucial for the remote medical specialist. To circumvent this problem, a face detection technique is implemented and it is performed using skin color segmentation with two color space which are YCbCr and HSV. Besides that, morphological operations are also done to detect the face region accurately. Two DOF servo mechanism were designed to ensure that the servo motor rotates to centralize the detected face region. A real-time testing were conducted and it was found that this system results a good performance.

Index Terms—Face detection, auto positioning, skin colour segmentation, servo motor.

I. INTRODUCTION

Robotic vision system is a fundamental tool to be applied in many robotics field such as education, medical, agriculture, military and others. Vision system deployed in robots enable robots to see, learn and understand their environment factors using sense of vision. A real working environment of a robot is dynamic and unknown where a real-time conditions is mostly unpredictable. Thus, vision system in robots are designed as it has sophisticated algorithms to execute in achieving challenging task. Vision systems in robots are mainly developed to create a good platform for Human Robot Interaction (HRI) for communication through sensors and actuators. Many research has been carried out in the last decades as vision system has a high potential for extended application such as object tracking and face detection.

Face detection is a biometric method that has been blooming recently. Biometric methods are being deployed to robots to benefit human-robot interactions (HRI). This is due to the reason that biometric methods have several advantages. Biometric method is defined as “something that you are” [1]. Examples of biometric techniques are face, iris, DNA, palmprint, keystroke and etc. These are divided into two categories which are physiological and behavioral. The main advantage of using face for robotic vision is due to its advantage of having a contactless system between the robot and human. Besides that, face region can be captured from a far distance and it is not easy to be altered unless due to severe injuries. There are several robots that uses face technology as a part of vision system. For an example, RP-Vita [2], Security Warrior [3] and MTR [4]. These are some of the telepresence medical robots that uses face detection for audio-visual communication.

In the scenario of a Medical Tele-diagnosis Robot (MTR), the vision system on the robot to view the patient or communicate to the other medical staff’s is manually controlled by the remote medical specialist. The task of keeping the person in the field of view is a challenging task especially in varying background. Thus, this system is capable of detecting the presence of a face in a cluttered background. Besides, it can also automatically centralize the face region to the middle of the screen to assist the remote medical specialist to concentrate on his work of diagnostic or communication.

This paper is organized as follows. Section I describes the Introduction of this research related to the application of vision system in robotics. Section II is on the studies done by other researches followed by Methodology and System Design in Section III. Section IV discusses the Software Design while Section V discusses the Hardware Design. Results and Discussion is presented in Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes the whole research.

II. RELATED WORK

This research is proposed to improve the robotic vision by applying knowledge of image processing, which is face detection. Face detection can determine the locations and size of human face in digital images. These information are then utilized for further processing such as auto tuning adjustment to centralize the face image which is done with an actuator.

In general, there are many different methods for face detection. Face detection method can be classified into four different categories which is knowledge based, image based, feature based and template matching method. These methods has its own advantages and disadvantages. Face detection method are chosen based on the application of the research. In knowledge based method, it works on the rule of human facial features in which the relationship between the facial features like
eyes, nose and lips are calculated. Image based method usually has a predefined face pattern. It uses training algorithm like Neural Network and Eigenface to differentiate the face and non-face region. Feature based method depend on extraction of facial information form image such as skin colour, face shape and available features like eyes and nose. Template matching method uses the correlation between the patterns in the input image and compares with the current image to locate if there is any face found [5].

One of the most popular method for face detection is skin colour segmentation. The advantage of this method is that it can give a faster detection time and good detection performance [5]. There are many colour space that can be chosen for this method such as RGB [6], normalized RGB [7], YUV [8], HSV [9] and YCbCr [10-12]. Three studies shows different skin colour range for different races at different location. These values were found to be close to each other for the case of YCbCr. All color spaces are derived from RGB colour model where the pixel values defined are converted and mapped into a new colour model. Fig. 1 shows the basic color cube of RGB.

![RGB Colour Cube](image1.png)

RGB model simplifies the design of computer graphics and it is the default colour space used in most applications [13]. RGB is not a suitable colour space for skin detection because the chrominance and luminance component are mixed. Moreover, it varies under different lighting condition [13]. However, this colour mixture components can be well separated in YCbCr. Besides YCbCr, HSV/I/L also works well for skin color detection.

In this space, H represents the Hue value while S is the Saturation value. These are the two components that are used to define a threshold to distinguish objects that have skin colour distribution [14]. Fig. 2 shows the HSV and HSL color space.

Since each colour space has its own pros and cons, some studies have been done on using more than one colour space for skin segmentation. One of the example is by using YCbCr - YUV or RGB - YUV colour space which have been done [15]. The YUV colour space is used to filter out the noise pixels by calculating “ch”. Besides that, another method that uses three colour spaces for skin segmentation is RGB-HS-CbCr [16].

Although skin colour segmentation is fast and can detect human face with different angle, problem arises when background colour is within the range of the skin colour. It will segment out the background image. Some simple methods were proposed to eliminate some amount of non-face object such as box ratio and eccentricity [17]. However, these two methods cannot eliminate all non-face regions.

Besides skin colour segmentation, human face can also be detected using edge orientation image. According to [18], the edge orientation map is first extracted from a face model and then it is used to match against the edge orientation map of the input image. To locate faces that are larger or smaller than the input face, a pyramid model of edge orientation fields has to be built. Since this method uses only the edge orientation information, false detection usually occurs when image texture or edge frequency is high. This problem is then reduced in [19] with a fast face detection algorithm using skin colour information and orientation map matching. Another research is also done by using gray image for orientation matching [20].

Viola Jones [21] is also a very popular algorithm especially to look for fast face detection. However, only frontal face can be detected. This face detection algorithm is based on matching facial features. Four major ideas that make this algorithm very popular and works very well in real time are Haar features, integral image, AdaBoost and cascade structure. Rainer and Jochen [22] extended the basic set of Haar like features by a set of 45° rotated features. Besides that, to address the over-fitting problem due to lighting conditions, complex backgrounds and poses, Qiao and Guo [23] proposed a soft margin AdaBoost algorithm. A regularization term was introduced and the most effective weak classifiers are selected.

Many different research have been done on robotic vision by applying the knowledge of image processing. For an example, model based recognition in robot vision is done by [24]. They introduce an algorithm to recognize the identity, position, and orientation of randomly oriented industrial parts. Besides that, text detection and pose estimation is also done [25]. They presented two processes for robot vision, which is detecting the text from scene image, and the orientation of the text surface with respect the viewing axis of the camera mounted on the robot. Furthermore, face recognition using multiple
face patterns obtained in various views for robot vision is also introduced in [26]. They developed a face recognition method based on the constrained mutual subspace method (CMSM) using multi view point face patterns attributable to the movement of a robot. Different functions added in robotic vision have different purposes.

Actuators are mostly implemented in real-time design for face tracking. The most basic need of actuator is to orientate the face region into the middle position. This can be only implemented with a moving camera. Moving camera is controlled with Pan, Tilt and/or Zoom. There are several research conducted with moving camera [27-28]. Moving camera can always widen the field of view. However, it will lead to a dynamic background.

In this research, skin color segmentation with combination of three color space is used. Besides that, the idea of this research is for auto positioning where the data obtained from skin color segmentation is used to control the actuator mounted on the image sensor. It is also important to obtain images with high resolution. Few researches [29-30] have shown that they had successfully extracted human heart rate and beat lengths from video through colour magnification and motion magnification. These researches have brought a great improvement on the study of image processing especially used for medical diagnosis.

**III. METHODOLOGY AND SYSTEM DESIGN**

This section describes the methodology and design of the complete system. Fig. 3 shows the hardware architecture of this system. The camera is mounted on the servo motor which can rotate in yaw and pitch direction. The software and hardware processing is done in MATLAB platform. The computer is the hub for software processing. Once the system begins, the camera will be adjusted to default position which is in the middle. At this position, the torque applied is almost zero. Once the processing for face detection is done, the microcontroller will process the data to control the servo motor to centralize the face region.

![Fig.3. Hardware Architecture](image)

Stage 1 is the initialization stage. At this stage, the position angle for both servo motors are set to 90°, which adjusts the servo motor to be at middle position. Webcam is then interfaced with MATLAB to acquire image. The colour space chosen is RGB (default) and the frame size is 320 X 240 in pixel dimension. Besides that, the baud rate for UART serial communication is set to 9600. Once the program is executed, the webcam will capture the image and stores it into MATLAB file.

The next stage is stage 2 which is Face Detection. The image obtained from Stage 1 will be processed by MATLAB in order to detect human face. If there is no human face found, this image will be deleted and a new image will be captured. Stage 3 is the Face localization and centering comparison. After the human face is detected, the location of the human face will be determined. The centroid of the detected human face is always compared with the center of the captured image, where x-coordinate is 160 and y-coordinate is 120. This is needed to decide what signal to be sent from MATLAB to PIC in order to control the servo motors in yaw and pitch direction.

Stage 4 is designed for serial communication. Signal sent from MATLAB to PIC is communicated through UART Serial Communication. Since UART works in

![Fig.4. System Flow Chart](image)
asynchronous mode, thus the baud rate set for MATLAB and MPLAB must be equal, which is 9600. Besides that, UART can only send maximum of 8 bit at each time. Thus the PIC will receive the bits sent a few times. Finally, stage 5 is for Position Adjusting. Once the signal is received from MATLAB, PIC will process the signal and produce suitable PWM to rotate both servo motors. This will also change the position of the webcam which is mounted on servo motor. After the webcam position is adjusted, the detected human face becomes at the center of the image. Finally, if the window is chosen to be closed, the whole process will stop. However, if an opposite operation is performed, a new image will be captured and the whole process be repeated.

IV. SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

A. Face Detection

This section describes the software development in detail. The algorithm of face detection is shown in flowchart in Fig. 5. The image is captured by webcam in RGB colour space and with a frame size of 320 x 240 pixel dimension. Since the colour space chosen for skin segmentation is RGB-HSV-CHbCr, so colour space conversion from RGB to YCbCr and RGB to HSV is done.

After colour space conversion is done, the next step is to segment out the skin colour region. According to [16], the skin threshold for RGB colour space is R>50, G>40 and B>20; max{R,G,B} - min{R,G,B} > 10; |R-G|>10 and R>G and R>B or R>220, G>210, B>170; |R-G|<15, B<R, B<G, where R,G,B ∈ [0,255]. For colour space of YCbCr, the colour range is 60 ≤ Cb ≤ 130 and 130 ≤ Cr ≤ 165. At last, the skin colour range for HSV colour space is 0 ≤ H ≤ 50 and 0.1 ≤ S ≤ 0.9. Every pixels of the image will be scanned through and determined whether they are within the range or not. If the value is within the range, the value at that pixel will be assigned to 1 (white), else it will be assigned to 0 (black).

The next step is to apply closing operation to the image, which means dilation will be applied, followed by erode. The purpose of this closing operation is to eliminate any object that is found on non-face region. In this research, the object addressed is spectacles. The presence of spectacles may separate the human face into two different regions. Closing operation will allow the nearby pixels to merge together forming a new region. However, there are still some noise on image. Thus, opening operation is then performed. The structuring element object for closing and opening is a square with dimension of 7 X 7 pixels and 5 X 5 pixels respectively.

After closing and opening are done, hole filling is then performed to fill in the missing pixel of the detected human face by using “infill” function in MATLAB. This function fills in the holes within the connected line, which may help to merge the mouth and the eye into one region. After this stage, the connected region is then numbered using “bwlabel” function. This function will produce an output of the number of connected objects found. Besides that, this stage is also helpful when calculating the area of each connected objects as they are assigned with different number. Function “regionprops” is used not only to find out the area of the connected objects but also the location of each bounding box.

After calculating the area of each connected object, area-based filtering is then performed. According to [31], if the area of the connected object is less than 26% of the largest area, that connected object will be eliminated.

Supposedly the final result should locate the human face; however, there might be some background which has same colour, for example hand, legs and wall. A basic algorithm is proposed in order to reduce the small amount of non-face region, is the box ratio method [17].

According to box ratio method, the most favourable width to height ratio is within 1.1 and 0.4. Boxes which have the ratio outside this value will be eliminated. Besides that, boxes which have larger height and within this range, the height will be changed to 1.1 times the width. This can help to eliminate the neck region. After completing the above process, the face region can then be successfully detected.

V. HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT

A. Structure Development

This section reviews the hardware development used in this research. A prototype, which is shown in Fig. 6, was built for this system. There are two servo motors used, which are placed at top and bottom. The bottom servo motor will move left and right (yaw), whereas the top servo motor will move up and down (pitch). The webcam
is just placed on the top servo motor. This allows the webcam to rotate according to the servo motor rotation.

![Fig.6. Structure Built](image)

**B. PWM for Servo Motor**

Two servo motors are used to adjust the position of the webcam. The signal that the servo motor received is in PWM with frequency of 50Hz. PIC16F877A is used to process the signal sent by MATLAB and to produce PWM to servo motors. One weakness about PIC16F877A is that its PWM module cannot scale down its frequency to 50Hz when 20MHz crystal is used. Thus, this problem is solved by using compare module in PIC. There are 2 modules associated with the compare section – the CCP module and the Timer 1 module.

The basic idea is that Timer 1 acts as a clock where the value change according to time; whereas CCP1 and CCP2 act as register which stores the value. The CCP and TMR1 register is composed of two 8-bit registers (high bit and low bit) that forms a 16-bit register. The high 8-bits are named as CCPRXH register or TMR1H whereas the low 8-bits are named as CCPRXL or TMR1L register. When the value of Timer 1 meets the value stored in CCP1 or CCP2, an interrupt will be triggered. In short, the value assigned to CCP can adjust the pulse width and the period of PWM.

First at all, when CCP1 is equal to TMR1, interrupt CCP1IF is auto set to “1” and jump to the interrupt function. Timer 1 is then compared with 20ms. If the value is more than 20ms, Timer 1 will be set to 0 manually and count again so that the next PWM can be created.

Pin RC2 checks whether it is high (1) or low (0) before assigning value to CCP. When it is found to be low, pin RC2 will be set to high and CCP will be assigned with value transmitted by UART. However, if it is found to be high, pin RC2 will then set to be low and CCP will be assigned to 0.02 second. In short, value transmitted by UART will determine how long is the pulse width.

Since the value assigned to CCPRX determines how long is the pulse width of PWM and also which angle the servo motor rotates, Table 1 is tabulated to show the available value range stored in CCP1 and CCP2 after testing. Since 20MHz crystal is used and prescaler is set to 1:2, the cycle of the timer1 is 

\[ \text{Tcy} = \frac{2^{16}}{20,000,000} \times 4 \times 2^{n} \times 0.2 \times 10^{-6} \text{sec} \]

This means that when the value of timer1 increases by 1, it takes 0.4us. So timer1 take 20ms to reach value of 50000. From table 1, 1500 is equal to 0.6ms and 5750 is equal to 2.3ms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Servo motor 1 (CCPR2)</th>
<th>Servo motor 2 (CCPR1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lowest value</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest value</td>
<td>5750</td>
<td>5750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value for middle position</td>
<td>3700</td>
<td>3600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**C. Transmiting and Receiving Signal Through UART**

Coding is translated to transmit signal from MATLAB to PIC via UART serial communication. In MATLAB function “fwrite” is used to transmit signals. It is used twice every time because there are two servo motors need to be controlled. After the signal is transmitted, it will be received by PIC. In MPLAB coding, function “UART_Data_Ready” is used to check the start bit of the signal sent. Besides that, another function called as “UART_Read” is used to receive the 8 data bits of the signal.

Protesus simulation testing is done before hand to check the integration of PIC code into circuit design. This is shown in Fig. 7. “COMPIM” is used to choose which COM port is used and helps to pair up the COM port of Proteus with MATLAB using Eltimia software. Besides that, two tools are used, which are Virtual Terminal and oscilloscope. Virtual Terminal shows the signal sent in hexadecimal form, to check whether correct value is sent. Besides that, oscilloscope is also used to test the waveform of PWM produced for servo motor. This testing is done before implementing on real design.

![Fig.7. Simulation Testing for Signal Transmission and Receiving through UART](image)

**D. Auto Positioning**

After the location of face detected is determined from stage 3, the values will be compared with center of the image and decide what signal should be sent to the PIC. The process flow is shown in Fig. 8. CCP1 and CCP2 are first assigned with 3600 and 3700 respectively so that the starting point of the webcam is at middle position.

Output variable “bbox” is checked to make sure if it is empty. If it is empty, it means that no human face was found, then variable “num_of_frame” is checked to make
sure if it is more than 20. If the value is not more than 20, then it will be increased by 1. On the other hand, webcam will be adjusted to middle position (starting point) again. This step is done so that when there is no human face detected for some period of time, the webcam will go return to original position.

If “bbox” is not empty or if human face is detected, the “num_of_frame” will be assigned with value 1. Then, the centroid of the human face is calculated and difference between the center of the frame with the centroid is calculated. The different between both of the x-coordinated is assigned to variable “distance_x”, while the different between both of the coordinate_y is assigned to “distance_y”.

![Flow Chart of Auto Positioning](Image)

It is difficult to auto position when the centroid of the face has exactly same coordinate with the middle point of the frame, (160,120). So, the middle point is expanded where the different between distance_y and distance_x is not more than 10 pixels, then the servo motor will stop changing position. This is why “distance_y” is first checked whether it is more than 10 or less than -10. If the distance_y is found to be more than 10, this means that the centroid of the face is below the center point, so CCP1, which control the servo motor 2, will be subtracted by constant variable “adjust_num”. This can adjust the motor to tilt. Besides that, if the distance_y is found less than -10, CPP1 will be added by variable “adjust_num”.

Since the available value range for CCP2 is from 1500 to 5750, so after adding or subtracting the CPP1 with “adjust_num”, the output will be checked to make sure it does not exceed the range. If the value is outside the range, the highest value (5750) or lowest value (1500) will be final output. Same method is also applied to CCP1 but only the available value range is change from 1400 to 5750. Finally, both CCP1 and CCP2 are sent to PIC by using “fwrite” function.

Testing was made to find a suitable value for variable “adjust_num”. The value tested starts from 10 to 50. It was found that the suitable value is 30.
VI. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

A. Face Detection

Fig. 9(a) to Fig. 9(f) shows the result of face detection for every step. Results include skin colour segmentation, closing, opening, holes filling and box ratio. Fig. 9(h) shows that human face is successfully segmented and non-face regions are also eliminated using box ratio method.

Table II shows the results shown by virtual terminal and oscilloscope when different input values are sent to PIC. From the table, when input values is 1500, virtual terminal shows result of “0D 05”, which means “05 DC”, the hexadecimal form of 1500. This shows that the LSB bit will send first followed by MSB. Besides that, the waveform recorded from oscilloscope shows that the pulse width is around 0.6ms since the scale is adjusted to 0.5ms per division. Other values were also tested and it returns a positive result.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MATLAB</th>
<th>Virtual Terminal</th>
<th>Waveform in Oscilloscope</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>write(a,1500,'uint16'); write(a,1500,'uint16');</td>
<td>0D 05 0D 05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>write(a,2500,'uint16'); write(a,2500,'uint16');</td>
<td>0D 05 0D 05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>write(a,3500,'uint16'); write(a,3500,'uint16');</td>
<td>0D 05 0D 05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Proteus Simulation

Table II shows the results shown by virtual terminal and oscilloscope when different input values are sent to PIC. From the table, when input values is 1500, virtual terminal shows result of “0D 05”, which means “05 DC”, the hexadecimal form of 1500. This shows that the LSB bit will send first followed by MSB. Besides that, the waveform recorded from oscilloscope shows that the pulse width is around 0.6ms since the scale is adjusted to 0.5ms per division. Other values were also tested and it returns a positive result.

Table 2. Result Shown at Virtual Terminal and Oscilloscope When Different Input Values Are Sent

C. Auto-Positioning

Fig. 10 shows results of auto positioning. The picture starts from the top left where original human face detected is on left hand side. Servo motors tries to adjust the position after performing all algorithms as discussed in this paper. It can be seen that the human face is moved slowly to the center. The final image shown that the face detected is located at the center of the image. Besides that, if no face is detected after 20 frame, the webcam will move to original position again and look for human face again.

D. Value for Variable “Adjust_Num”

Table III shows the results shown when different values are assigned to variable “Adjust_Num”. From the result, the final value decided is 30 since there is no overshoot problem and it performs faster when compared to the value 10 and 20.
VII. CONCLUSION

This research is conducted to design a face detection with auto positioning for robotic vision. This real-time system is very useful to be implemented on robots that requires an advanced vision system. This design utilizes the face technology to determine the location of face where it uses a combination of two color space which are YCbCr and HSV. The result obtained from face detection stage is then used to control two servo motors which rotates in yaw and pitch direction. For every detected face in a frame, the motors will orientate to ensure that the face is returned to the middle of the screen. This will make sure that the face region is always within the field of view. Results shows that this system delivers an acceptable performance for skin sample that has similar background image under the same threshold.
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